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Appendix A 
 

 

Methods and supporting information 

 

A.1. Non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism 

The NEGF approach is one of the most powerful computation tools to evaluate 

the dynamical methods under the framework of non-equilibrium many-body 

systems. The NEGF formalism basically rules around the notion of quantum 

field theory to manage problems in statistical physics. The Poisson-Schrodinger 

equation has been solved self-consistently in case of NEGF formalism. 

Consequently, the expectation values of observables and correlation function 

can be provoked suitably by defining Green functions [1-3]. The NEGF method 

also has been used as a tool to computationally simulate transport properties of 

electrons in low-dimensional materials and its feasibility in designing nanoscale 

devices (shown in figure A. 1). This approach is incorporated in many software 

packages with different levels of sophistications such as combined with ab 

initio-based calculations [4] or constructs on effective physical model [5]. Figure 

A.1 represents the device prototype containing two leads (left and right), where 

middle region (scattering) is considered as dynamical one that governs 

tunnelling or transport of electrons of complete device. The two lead acts as the 

source and sink of charge carriers. Thus, the scattering region plays major role 

as it reacts with environment with the help of leads [6]. In chapter 3, we 

consider the ballistic transport mechanism via NEGF formalism in Gr-CrBr3 

heterostructure system for which schematic figure shown in figure A.1.  
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Figure A.1: Schematic illustration of a device prototype consisting three regions 

left lead, scattering region and right lead.  

It is important to explore the quantum transport phenomena of charge carriers 

governing the quality of nanoscale devices. In this regard, it is necessary to 

build an effective theoretical approach and robust computational tool to 

investigate detail role of quantum transport phenomena of charge carriers in 

low-dimensional materials for efficient device performance. Therefore, 

implementing such tool helps in better clarity of exploiting the advances in 

scaling down to lower limit [7]. This also sets the stage for developing novel 

device and expects alternate fabrication techniques. 

A.2. Interfacial Polarization 

Van der Waals 2D heterostructure consists of heterogeneous mixtures of two or 

more constituents. In this structure, electric field polarization (known as the 

Maxwell-Wagner-Sillars effect) [8] occurs in the interface of the heterostructure 

system. Thus, the externally applied electric field generates charge which is 

distributed over the interface of the heterostructure system and migrates at 

interface forming large dipoles. These induced dipoles exhibit enhanced inertia 

and require sufficient time (low field frequency) and thermal agitation to follow 

the alternation of the applied electric field.  
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The theoretical analysis of the phenomenon leads to a dipolar effect with an 

additional term regarding the possible contribution of the charges to the overall 

conductivity of the system. Interfacial polarization can be described by the 

equations [4]: 

𝜀′(𝜔) = 𝜀∞ +
∞           (A1) 

𝜀′′(𝜔) =
( ∞)            (A2) 

where εs, ε∞ are the values of the real part of permittivity at low and high 

frequencies, σ the conductivity of the system, τ the relaxation time, ω the 

angular frequency of the applied electric field, and ε0 the dielectric permittivity 

of free space (i.e., the interplanar spacing). Parameters εs, ε∞, and σ are functions 

of the constituents’ permittivity (εi), conductivity (σi), and volume fraction (νi) 

and are given by the relations:  

𝜀 =
∑

′

∑ ( )
                (A3) 

𝜀∞ =
∑ ( ′)

           (A4) 

𝜎 =
∑ ( )

           (A5) 

Interfacial polarization is present in 2D heterostructure, especially in the case of 

a conductive reinforcing phase because of the coexistence of heterogeneous 

interfaces and stable crystalline phases [5]. The dramatic increase in interfacial 

area in heterostructures sets interfacial polarization as a predominant physical 

effect for their electrical performance. 
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A.3. Electronic thermal conductivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.2. The chemical potential dependent electronic thermal conductivity is 

measured for Gr-CrBr3 vdW heterostructure at different temperatures from 300-

450 K.  

Figure A2 depicts electronic thermal conductivity with respect to chemical 

potential at temperature varied from 300 K to 450 K. The electronic thermal 

conductivity follows the same trend as electrical conductivity. The conductivity 

in n-type region is higher compared to p-type region corroborates well with 

electrical conductivity shown in figure. 5. 4(b). As the temperature increases, 

the thermal conductivity also increases as compared to room temperature. This 

is due to increase in kinetic energy of electrons and ultimately the collision of 

electrons occurs rapidly at interface, which increases thermal conductivity. The 

trend of electronic thermal conductivity justifies the heterostructure system to 

be an ideal thermoelectric material. 
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A.4. Electric field modulation of band topology in Weyl semimetal 
and ferromagnetic CrBr3 vdW heterostructure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.3. The variation in band topology of vdW heterolayer system (1T’-

WTe2/CrBr3) both forward and reverse (±0.5 V/Å) biasing along Z-direction. 

The blue continuous line represent spin-up states whereas magenta dashed line 

represent spin-down states, respectively. 

Figure A3 depicts the tunability of band topology with respect to external bias 

in ±𝑍-directions. With positive bias, the energy gap opens and at negative bias, 

the energy gap closes leading to interlayer polarization effect. This 

characteristic alteration in band topology can also utters the signature of 

switching ability making it feasible for DG-FET as well as field-effect switching 

applications. 
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A.5. Electrostatic potential of monolayer Weyl semimetal and 
ferromagnetic CrBr3 

Figure A.4. Electrostatic potential curve of isolated CrBr3 and isolated 1T’-WTe2 

layer along the Z-direction. 

Figure A4 (a) and (b) depicts the electrostatic potential curve for isolated CrBr3 

and 1T’-WTe2 layer along the Z-direction. The work function of isolated CrBr3 

layer is 5.19 eV which is near to the reported literature [11]. The work function 

of monolayer 1T’-WTe2 is 4.47 eV which is in good agreement with the reported 

literature [12]. The isolated CrBr3 layer has high electron affinity whereas 

isolated 1T’-WTe2 has lower work function than CrBr3. In this regard, while 

forming heterojunction CrBr3 can accept electrons and WTe2 will deplete the 

electrons. The transfer of electron will occur from monolayer Weyl semimetal 

(WSM) to ferromagnetic CrBr3. 
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